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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Hard-wired tools that serve a major bureaucratic need

Specialized applications

Built for this agency, living on the 

agency’s servers

Software as a service

Living in the cloud, e.g. Gannett’s 

Concur expense software or DayForce





Paychecks table

Date Hours Dollars Employee ID Paycheck ID

1/1/21 40 $500 ABCD 150001

1/8/21 40 $500 ABCD 150943

Positions table

Department Job Start End Employee ID Position ID

Parks Director 5/1/11 12/31/14 EFGH 1500

Housing Director 1/1/15 EFGH 2000

Employees table

Name DOB Employee ID

Joe 9/1/90 ABCD

Anne 8/4/92 EFGH

The HR and payroll database



Facing barriers



Think: How does the agency use the DB?
Queries

● Custom code by programmer that connects tables and return lists

Reports

● Commonly used queries that anyone can run at touch of a button, sometimes outputting to Excel

Searches

● Easy interface to look up a record for review or updates: e.g. employee name or new position



Gaining more insight
● Request or search online for training materials. These can help you guess 

which tables and fields exist.

● Find the contract under which the agency got the database built or 
purchased to see if a data dictionary was provided in the specs. 

● Ask the software company’s flak for background info on the software.

● View the DB interface over the shoulder of an employee who uses it. Ask for 
screenshots of all the query screens.

● Ask for blank paper forms used to collect information for the DB.



The negotiation



Ask for a detailed breakdown of costs

How much of the cost is computer processing time versus specific labor tasks?

How many labor hours for programming vs. review of potentially exempt material?

Who is doing the review, and at what hourly pay rate? 

Who is doing the programming, and at hourly pay rate?



Option: Tell them to just give you the whole database

Their explanation: Costly paying programmers for queries to isolate records you care about.

Your answer: Please just copy all tables to CSV. I’ll take it from there.



Option: Make them specify fields needing legal review

Their explanation: Costly paying lawyers to scour thousands of records for exempt material.

Your answer: Please specify which fields need review. 

Your next move: They can’t argue dates and names need review. Narratives, maybe.



4. Decide whether you really need the narratives

Problem

A day care inspection DB has fields for:

● “number of violations” (#)

●  “inspector findings” (narrative)

Agency wants to read every finding ($$)

Possible answer

1. Get data without “inspector findings.” 

2. Identify top 10 violators.

3. Request narratives just on them.


